How To Use

Marble Profile Wheel

Attach the Alpha® Marble Profile Wheel onto the Alpha® AWS-110 Wet Stone Cutter. The product label will be facing out when mounted correctly onto the Stone Cutter.

Attach the Guide Ruler accessory of the Alpha® AWS-110 Stone Cutter so the ruler is mounted to follow a straight edge guide. Choose your straight edge material (I.E. angle iron) making sure the straight edge is thick enough to prevent it from sliding underneath the Guide Ruler. Measure the distance from your straight edge to the intended cut. Use this measurement from the outside wall of the Guide Ruler to the Alpha® Marble Profiler Wheel. Tighten the wing nuts to secure the Guide Ruler in place.

Adjust the height of Alpha® Marble Profile Wheel so the wheel doesn’t cut and grind below the surface of the material.

Secure work piece onto the table next to straight edge guide.

Align the Guide Ruler of AWS-110 Alpha® Wet Stone Cutter with the straight edge and proceed to profile by pushing the Marble Profile Wheel into the material. Profile slowly allowing the Guide Ruler to follow the straight edge to ensure a perfectly straight profile on the stone material.